Dereplication for biotechnology screening: PyMS analysis and PCR-RFLP-SSCP (PRS) profiling of 16S rRNA genes of marine and terrestrial actinomycetes.
The search for exploitable biology is a major task for biotechnology-based industries. In this context, discrimination between previously tested or recovered micro-organisms (dereplication) is imperative, in order to reduce screening costs by sorting large collections of isolates, which are then subjected to further detailed evaluation. Pyrolysis mass spectrometry (PyMS) is a whole-cell fingerprinting technique that enables the rapid and reproducible sorting of micro-organisms, uses small samples and has the advantage of being fully automated. In this study, we compare chemometric fingerprinting with a ribotyping fingerprinting method, in order to investigate the extent to which pyrogroups formed by PyMS analysis relate to genetic diversity, using polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism-single-strand conformational polymorphism (PRS). A mixture of environmental strains of mycolic acid containing actinomycetes was used to mimic the selection of colonies from primary isolation plates. The congruence found between the clusters defined by the chemometric and molecular fingerprinting techniques was very high and demonstrated the effectiveness of PyMS as a rapid sorting and dereplicating procedure for putatively novel strains, criteria that are critical for biotechnological screens. Moreover, PyMS analysis revealed significant variation within pyrogroups that contained strains with the same genotypic (PRS) characteristics, thus emphasising its discriminatory capacity at the infraspecies level.